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European Trade and European Integration:
Exam:
* written examination: 40% (MCQ + open questions)
* assignment: 60% -> written assignment: 45%
-> presentation of the written assignment: 15%
(Deadline and presentation of the written assignment: January 2016)
* exam: in the morning -> after the exam = presentations
* you get a graph and have to describe the context of the graph

Evolution of intra EU-28 export trade in goods (EUR 1000 million):
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Exports of goods to other member states, 2013 (EUR 1000 million):

Distribution of exports of goods to other EU partners by member state, 2013:
(% share of total intra-EU exports of goods)

Intra-EU trade in goods balance by member state, 2013 (EUR 1000 million):
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Intra EU exports of goods compared with extra EU exports of goods by member state,
2013 (% share of total exports of goods)

Intra-EU28 exports of goods by product type, 2013
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Chapter 1: A portrait of Europe
= The challenge for Europe is that it must be and remain a good place to do business.

1) Contemporary Europe:
Broad European characteristics:
* most of Europe within EU (exceptions) -> the EU in 2015 = 28 nation states
* member state populations vary from 0.4 million (Malta) to 87 million (Germany)
* GDP per head 45 (Bulgaria) to 257 (Luxembourg) (EU28 - 100)
* social provision: 14% GDP in Latvia to 34.6 % in Denmark
* individual nation states in the European business have much in common, but diversify
in terms of culture, organization, history, economic structures,…

GDP of EU members (2013)
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Relative size of EU GDP compared to other major world economies (2013):

Common characteristics of European economies:
* mixed economies:
= part of the economy is left to the free market, and part of it is run by the government
-> details vary: most states have privatised some of their state-owned enterprises,
although many still retain full or partial control of some state-owned enterprises
* similar trends in economic structure
- decline of primary and secondary (i.e. agriculture and industry) sectors
-> began earlier in Western Europe
- shift to service economy away from agriculture of manufacturing
° 1960s: services circa 45% of GDP in most countries
° early 2010s: the norm was 70-80% of GDP for services
Share of gross value added by sector (2012, %):
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Convergence in economic ideology:
* Western Europe: Keynesianism displaced by neo-liberalism to varying degrees
* Spain, Portugal, Greece: - political dictatorship/economic isolationism
- converged to Western Europe
* Central and Eastern Europe: - 45 years as Sovjet satellite and command economy
- 15 years transition
- convergence (= samenkomst) with Western Europe
Subject to similar domestic and international challenges:
* environment
* increased capital mobility
* employment
* increased economic interdependence
* demography
* economic and political integration
* increased competition from Asia
* international economic cycles
* technology changes
Europe: unity and diversity
* diversity within broad general parameters
* diversity emerges from interaction of:
- economics
- politics
- history
- social preferences and culture
* diversity leads to different policy concers and business
(= diversiteit leidt ot verschillen in aandacht voor beleid en bedrijven)
National differences:
* different organisational structure
- legal and finance structure
- ownership
- family firms, Mittlestand
* each country has his own strengths
- Germany: machinery/equip, motor, chemicals
- UK: food & beverages (= dranken), publish/printing, chemicals
- France: food & beverages, chemicals, metal prods
- Sweden: motor, machinery/equip, pulp/paper
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2) European social models:
* to highlight similarities and differences among European countries
* the term ‘social model’ (= the term is misleading)
-> the implications of the models: they stretch far beyond the social into production,
productivity and employment
* the models are stylized ( countries may show more elements of a different model)
* disadvantage: focus on EU-15 (doesn’t include the 2004 and later accession states)
1. Nordic model (Denmark, Finland, Sweden, the Netherlands): (ideal position to be in)
* these countries have the highest level of social protection and welfare in the EU
* active labour market policy
* strong unions and compressed income/wage structures
* political and economic decisions rely on consensus
2. Anglo- Saxon (UK and Ireland):
* social assistance of ‘last resort’
* weak unions, wide and increasing wage dispersion
* high incidence of low paid work
* most market-oriented ant little employment protection
* still differences to US where little insurance against labour market risk
3. Continental model (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany and Luxembourg):
* the ‘old’ social market model, today under scrutiny because of its emphasis on equity
* heavy reliance on insurance- based, non-employment benefits and pensions
* declining but still strong unions
4. Mediterranean model (Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain): (worst position to be in)
* much of social expenditures is directed towards pensions
* social welfare systems dominated by early retirement
* collective bargaining determines wages and the wage structure is highly compressed
* strict employment protection
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Where do new member states fit in?
* Differences but all have reconfigured their economic, political and social systems in the
last 15 years.
* In general -> accepted economic liberalism
- Baltic States “joining the EU would mean adopting rather more socially-oriented
policies … Indeed a significant part of the Euroscepticism has been based on the
notion that the EU is ‘far too socialistic’”.
- Bigger new members, not so aggressively liberal

Implications:
* ideal = high equity/high efficiency
* framework does identify economies most in need of reform
* different models help explain why agreement can sometimes be difficult at European
level
3) Core competitive challenges for Europe
Are states – like firms – in competition with each other?
Krugman (1994) disputes this notion, why?
* Firms are not like states. (the firm is motivated by profit)
* Trade is not a zero sum game.
BUT: What exactly is the ‘competitiveness’ problem faced by the EU?
-> The answer lies not at the macro level but at the micro level:
= firms must be the focus of policy
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Porter`s (1990) diamond:

The EU and national governments together have played a major role in shaping the
factors determining Europe`s business environment.
-> idea of Porter: get the environment right then competiveness will result
-> the competitiveness of nations is based on the characteristics of the
domestic environment
* Factor conditions:
= all the states have a combination of given and created factors of production
f.e.: former include energy, raw materials + the latter include skills, labour, technology,…
* Demand conditions:
= is important in understanding user needs and requirements, especially within the
home market
-> higher and more sophisticated demand  greater economies of scope
* Related and supporting industries:
= these industries when working closely with firms are able to spur innovation + change
* Firms strategy, structure and rivalry:
= how firms compete and are managed is influenced by the home environment. The
educational system, commercial cultures and competitive structures are just 3 factors
that can influence the form and the nature of firm behaviour within internationalizing
market places.
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The single diamond (before NAFTA):

-> LAs = Location advantages
-> may be demand, factor, etc conditions
-> firms can only focus on the country they are in
The double diamond (since NAFTA):

-> LAs = Location advantages
BUT: through regional integration these LA’s become available for other countries
(regional integration became possible through NAFTA)
4) Europe 2020 strategy:
Europe: The future?
* 2007-2008 financial crisis caused serious problems for Europe
-> still recovering in some areas
* Europe 2020: a long term programme intended to restore competitiveness and deal
with structural problems
* emphasises - smart growth (= based on knowledge and innovation)
f.e. improved quality in education  education and R&D
- sustainable growth: growth that leads to resource-efficient, greener and
competitive economy
- inclusive growth: growth that results in high levels of employment,
reduces poverty and creates social and territorial
cohesion
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Europe 2020: a response to a perceived competiveness problem:
5 priority targets:
1) employment: - 75% of 20-64 year olds to be employed
2) R&D: - 3% of GDP to be invested in R&D
3) climate change & energy: 20-20-20 strategy (see chapter 11)
- greenhouse gas emissions to be 20% below 1990 levels
- 20% energy from renewables
- 20% increase in energy efficiency
4) education: - early school leavers rate to fall below 10%
- at least 40% of 30-34 years olds to have a tertiary education
5) fighting poverty & social exclusion:
- 20 million fewer people to be in or at risk of poverty and social exclusion
Europe 2020 strategy headline indicators, EU28:

Seven detailed flagship initiatives are designed to underpin the targets. (niet ke!)
1) ‘Innovation Union’:
= refocus R&D and innovation policy on the main challenges facing Europe, namely
climate change, energy and resource efficiency, health and demographic change
2) ‘Youth on the move’:
= in order to tackle the problem of youth unemployment and to foster the creation of
knowledge-based economy, the aim of this initiative is to improve the performance
and attractiveness of Europe’s higher education institutions
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3) ‘A Digital Agenda for Europe’:
= contribute to the creation of ultra-fast internet for all
4) ‘Resource-efficient Europe’:
= create a resource-efficient, low-carbon economy and to de-couple economic growth
from resource and energy use
5) ‘An industrial policy for the globalization era’:
= a range of measures are to be brought forward to promote competitiveness and
facilitate entrepreneurship across all sectors of Europe’s economy and all elements
of the increasingly international value chain
6) ‘An agenda for new skills and jobs’:
- modernize the workforce through developing the flexicurity agenda
- promote intra-EU labour mobility
- introduce legislation to support evolving work patterns and to promote training
= especially lifelong learning
7) ‘European platform against poverty’:
- the overall aim is to reduce poverty and combat social exclusion
- more specific EU initiatives include training for vulnerable groups, antidiscrimination measures and assistance for the integration of migrants

Europe 2020 R&D targets compared to 2013:
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Percentage of 30-34 year olds with ter/ary educa/on, 2004 and 2013:

The European Union through its Europe 2020 initiative, which follows on from the Lisbon
Agenda, is seeking to put Europe back on track after the economic and financial crisis
and to help it thrive in the hyper-competitive world economy.
Key points of this chapter:
* Europe shares much in terms of a common history and aspects of culture but the
differences among European countries continue to manifest themselves in a variety of
ways.
* Competitiveness is a complex issue which is open to various interpretations.
* The European Union through its Europe 2020 initiative, which follows on from the
Lisbon Agenda, is seeking to put Europe back on track after the economic and financial
crisis and to help it thrive in the hyper-competitive world economy.
* The main themes of Europe 2020 are Smart Growth, Sustainable Growth and Inclusive
Growth. These themes are reinforced by five measurable targets and seven flagship
initiatives. Progress towards achieving these targets is far from even.
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Chapter 2: European performance and structure
1. The performance of European business
Europe`s growth problem:
* three decades of low growth
* Europe faces a competitiveness problem
* Where competitiveness is…
‘the state of being competitive in a context of global markets …..reflecting the capability
of the state (and of the economic agents within it) to gain and sustain market share’.
World Economic Forum (WEF):
WEF outlines the core set of drivers across three areas:
1) Basic requirements (ubiquitous to all activity)
2) Efficiency enhancers (to aid market process)
3) Innovation and sophistication enhancers

The ranking of Europe`s economies by competitiveness:
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European competitiveness:
* European competitiveness shows North-South split
* these lie at heart of problems of Euro crisis
* this is supported by ‘Ease of Doing Business Index ‘
= this index is a reflection of the extent to which any given economy operates a
business friendly environment in terms of the degree of regulation and the
protection of property rights
* issue is lack of reform (= reform in Southern Europe is needed)
European rankings in World Bank’s (Ease of Doing Business index):

2. The structure of European business:
Size distribution of enterprises across the EU-27, 2011:

* large-scale enterprises: businesses with more than 250 employees
* state-owned enterprises: businesses owned and/or controlled by the state
* small and medium sized enterprises: businesses employing less than 250 people
* micro-enterprises: have less than 10 employees
Europe`s MNCs in the global economy:
* despite relative decline -> EU MNCs still key global players
* these are often in extractive industries
* Little by way of new economy MNCs (= multinational corporations)
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European state owned enterprises (SOEs):
* SOEs relatively important in EU especially in France
* reflect legacy of state intervention
* privatization of SOEs uneven across EU
* reflect different variety of capitalism across EU
European small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs):
* 99.8 per cent of EU businesses
* but often neglected
* seen as core source of change in EU
* EU has uneven entrepreneurship culture
The structure of European business by sector:
* market (banking, retailing, etc.) and non-market services (provided by government and
other nonprofit bodies) comprise around 75 % of EU GVA in 2012
* manufacturing comprises 15% of EU GVA (= gross value added) in 2012
* services are more concentrated in Western Europe, while Eastern Europe has retained
a higher percentage of manufacturing in its GVA
EU productivity: The top ten most important sectors in the EU
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Key points of this chapter:
* The European economy is a core player in the evolving global economy.
* Many European states face key problems with competitiveness.
* There is much diversity among European states in their relative competitiveness.
* Europe has a diverse economic structure: large MNCs and SOEs are important but
SMEs are underdeveloped.
* European firms are central to the global services industry but are declining in
importance in manufacturing.
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Chapter 3: Het Integration Imperative (Theory and Practice)
1) What is Economic Integration?:
* integration combines parts to make them into a whole
* economic integration based on removal of barriers that limit flow of goods, services,
capital, labour and communication across borders -> there are still a lot of restrictions
* integration is a process (2 fases) (process = evolves over the time)
- positive development = more integration
- negative development = goes down again -> negative integration fase
Types of integration (Tinbergen, 1954):
* negative integration:
- removal of discriminatory restrictions on movement across borders such as tariffs &
quotas
= easier to achieve than positive integration, but has fewer far reaching effects
* positive integration:
- modification of existing policies & institutions, often by common policies, to enable
transnational markets to function more effectively
= more effort, time and work to achieve -> you modify policies
 European integration has been a mixture of both types of integration.
Stages of integration:
* Free Trade Area (FTA)
* Customs Union
* Single Market
* Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
 you can also be between one of those stages and not just be in 1 stage
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Stages of integration: free trade area (FTA)
* not followed by EU = European Union didn’t follow the FTA
( EFTA = European FTA was established and NAFTA = North American Free Trade Area)
* characteristics of FTAs:
- tariff and quota free trade among member states
- no positive integration
- persistence of non-tariff barriers between states
- retention of national tariffs with the rest of the world
- problems of trade deflection (goods from 3rd countries enter via member state with
lowest tariff -> want to keep the power to regulate ) overcome by rules of origin
Stages of integration: customs union
* EU built customs union by 1968 -> took 20 years before EU could build this
-> 1910 = first Custioms Union build in South-Africa (Europe was rather late)
* characteristics of customs unions:
- no tariff quotas among member states
- common external tariff overcomes trade deflection problems
- some positive integration
- some common policies, especially regarding trade with 3rd countries
Stages of integration: common/single/internal market
* launched in mid-1980s in Europe with view to completion by 1992
(took 20 years before they reached the next stage of integration)
-> but an ongoing process
- customs union but enhanced by free movement of factors of production: goods,
services, capital and labour
- more positive integration
- fuller development of common policies such as competition and regional policies
-> states worked more together = positive integration
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Stages of integration: economic and monetary union
= the only one in Europe
* partially achieved in Europe
- enhanced economic coordination & fiscal transfers
- more intense positive integration
- removal of remaining obstacles to factor mobility
- limits on independence of member states
-> started to be dependent of each other, not independent anymore
- single currency and monetary policy
- more centralized supranational power, perhaps in a federal context
Process of integration:
1. Stage one: interactions
- interests of each state become mutually defined
 you have common goals as stats that you want to achieve
-> start to corporate with each other
= increase of foreign financial investments
2. Stage two: interdependence (= depend on each other)
- interests of each state become mutually dependent (result: non-zero sum game)
3. Stage three: integration
- mutuality of interests is formalised (f.e. policy measures or regulatory decisions)
 mutually define rules
Business opportunities and challenges from integration:
-> you always have advantages and disadvantages
* increased level of domestic competition
* more opportunities in foreign markets = easier to get foreign financial investments
* more diverse sourcing possible
* stimulus to product innovation f.e. new hobs
* restructuring of production and distribution
-> locate particular parts of the production in a few countries and other parts in other
countries
* cost and price pressure
= it is easier to compare costs and prices between companies
-> pressure on costs and prices
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* economies of scale
= we can sell products in the EU without extra costs of taxes??
* specialization
* greater price transparency
* rationalisation of product lines
* networking opportunities
* financing opportunities through integrated financial markets
2) The emergence of the European Economic Community (EEC):
-> don’t learn everything by hart, just now how they worked
Measures to promote post-war integration:
* intergovernmental organisations that did not challenge national sovereignty
* 1948: Council of Europe
* 1948: OEEC (now OECD)
- created to administer Marshall Aid (US financial assistance to aid economic
reconstruction of post-war Europe)
* 1948: NATO
- provided security framework within which economic integration could flourish
European Coal and Steel Community:
= was the starting points
* 1951: Treaty of Paris
- signed by France, Germany, Italy and BENELUX (customs union founded in 1948)
- economic organisation with strong political undertones
- Franco-German reconciliation
- national sovereignty sacrificed to achieve common goals:
= common market for coal and steel
- creation of supra-national institutions such as High Authority and Court of Justice
-> countries started to defining their mutual goals
-> they tried one industry out (the coal and steel industry) and wanted to integrate the
other industries later on
 build the foundation of economic integration (Traity of Paris)
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Towards the European Economic Community (EEC):
* 1955: Messina Conference = the foundation of the EEC
* 1956: Spaak Report proposes = establish market focus
- common market
- nuclear energy community -> focus on 1 industry: nuclear energy
* 1957: Treaty of Rome (signatories: France, Germany, Italy and BENELUX)
= agriculture was still important on this stage
-> 3 communities:
- European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)
- European Economic Community (EEC)
- European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM)
1957 Treaty of Rome:
* a strong economic orientation, stressing economic integration based on economic
liberalism (Common Agricultural Policy was excluded)
* aims: (= goals)
- establish a common market to stimulate internal free trade
- commitment to an ‘ever closer union’
-> integrate free trade between the 6 countries
= agreed to work even closer together
- economic and social progress -> became social inclusive
- constant improvement of living and working conditions
* no agreement on political objectives
 before Rome: only economic integration, now also social integration
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